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Abstract
Graph reduction is  years old This invited presentation will reect on the devel
opment and impact of research in the eld starting with the work of Wadsworth in
	

 Summary
Graphical representations permit ecient evaluation reduction by sharing
subexpressions and hence sharing the results of evaluating subexpressions
The search for eective and hopefully optimal graphical evaluation tech	
niques is motivated especially by the potential advantages for functional lan	
guage implementations
Graph reduction is 
 years old This invited presentation will reect on
the development and impact of research in the eld starting with the work
of Wadsworth in  Subsequent developments include the ecient reduc	
tion techniques of Staples the labelled calculi of Levy the director strings of
Kennaway  Sleep and the recent new wave style of preserving sharing of
Lamping Asperti  Laneve and Gonthier Abadi  Levy
Important insights gained include the notions and techniques of lazy eval	
uation and call	by	need and the potential for parallel graph reduction eg
in the work of Peyton	Jones As well as the technical achievements some of
the diculties along the way will be observed A particular diculty has been
nding a suitable denition of optimal
The wider issue of the current status and usage of functional languages
will be briey discussed It is argued rst that a clearer distinction be made
between applicative languages no side eects and functional languages pro	
gramming with functions as data objects whatever else is in the language
and second that more attention be given to investigating how functional
concepts t with mainstream non	functional ones and the consequences for
implementation techniques following from the loss of full referential trans	
parency
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